Helen Henderson
One Outstanding American Student

Biography Appears In Who’s Who Among Students

Miss Helen Henderson has been selected for Who’s Who Among Students, among the most outstanding college men and women in the United States, according to H. Penman Randall, editor of Who’s Who Among Students, the nationally known publication of the American Universities and Colleges.

Letter Announces Honor
The news of this honor follows in part:

“The following is the greatest recognition that a boy or girl can attain while in college because only approximately one-tenth of one per cent are selected from each institution.

‘Her biography was invited to be a college publication of the 1936 Who’s Who Among Students, American Universities and Colleges, and nearly every college in the United States was represented. The nomination of outstanding students is the only one in the country that is concerned solely with students and initiation fees. The students are selected for membership by the Who’s Who committee in charge but also on the basis of leadership, service, and scholarship, and the characteristics pointed toward future usefulness to society and to the business world.

“This is the second year of publication of the Who’s Who Among Students, in which biographies of America’s outstanding students, Nearly four hundred colleges and universities are represented.”

Miss Henderson graduated from the Woodfield School, before coming on campus. She became a member of Alpha Xi Delta sorority, Pi Sigma Phi, the Student Government, and the Sociology Club.

Won College Scholarship
Miss Henderson was a post graduate of Women’s Student Government. She has been vice president of her house and is now a member of the Blue Circle, as well as being on many committees. She was the Golden well-scholar in 1935.

CHRISTIAN WORK TO SPONSOR EXCURSION

Christian Work is sponsoring a boat ride and excursion down Great Bay to stayed at the Cornfield Church on Sunday, May 24. The party will leave Ballard Hall at 2:30 in the afternoon. The program will consist of swimming and quiet playing, to be concluded by singing in the evening around the fire. The committee in charge has planned a Christian Work members may sign at Ballard Hall any time before Thursday, May 11.

Mrs. C. L. Parsons

Word was received this week of the death of Mrs. C. L. Parsons, wife of Professor Charles L. Parsons, at the University Commons dining hall, if they wish.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION MEETS WEDNESDAY

The annual meeting of the Athletic Association was held Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 in the Men’s Gymnasium.

Charles Jonas, president of the association, provided the minutes of the last meeting were read and approved for the afternoon of the event. Discussions followed, during which president of the Student Council spoke a few words in behalf of the council and read a message from the new president, K. R. Robertson, who was invited to give the opening of the baseball game at Harvard.

Annual Mother’s Day Invitations Are Sent to 1250

Elaborate Program Includes Review of R.O.T.C. Regiment

Invitations have been sent out to approximately 1,250 mothers of New Hampshire undergraduates by President Edward M. Lewin to the 1936 annual Dearborn Conference for Mother. The program on May 25 will feature an address by Professor O’Kane, associated with the University, its faculty, and the work of the various departments as demonstrated during the year.

Excursions Will Make Tours

On the elaborate program arranged for the entertainment of the honored guests are three extensive tours of all University buildings, and an opportunity for the mothers to join their sons and daughters in the classrooms and laboratories of the university. The program will be given by departmental staff instructors and professors. Promptly at 10:00 A.M. the mothers will gather in the football stands at Memorial Field to witness the parade of the University ROTC regiment. A special program will be presented, with music and song will have roots in the regiment.

Immediately following the parade the honored guests will be tendered them by faculty members. During 1921 and 1922 the University ROTC regiment was invited to the Langley house on Madbury Road, and during the fall of 1922 it moved into the Langley house on Madison Road, now occupied by Phi Delta Upsilon.

One of the chapter chapters of Theta Upsilon, Ornithology, delegates to Gora Local (continued on page four)

T.O.D. MEETS SATURDAY

Professor William B. Nalpan and a group of students studied from his laboratory the following classes, were recent guests of the National Broadcast Company in an official guided tour of the company’s studios in Radio City.
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“Believe me”

If you have to shave in bed, or just want to, you can get a quick, clean shave with a Schick Shaver. There’s no messiness, for you use NO LATHER. You cannot cut for it has NO BLADES. And it makes you look years younger by doing away with the old, blade-clogged skin. Tough beards and tender skins are all one to the Schick. Come in and ask for a demonstration.

Price $1.50

College Pharmacy

Outing Club Sends Four to Conference

This week-end the New Hampshire Outing Club is sending four representatives to the Intercollegiate Outing Club convention at Graylocks on Newfound Lake, a few days prior to the regular convention, sponsored by Smith College, to discuss College Work and also the various interests taken in on the campus, included in the respective carnivals. New Hampshire is represented by Victor Tyson, president, Alice Perkins, secretary, Jane Woodbury, and Ruth Dodge. Other colleges to be represented are: Dartmouth, Yale, Wellesley, Trinity, University of Pennsylvania, Colgate, Cor­
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The Listening Post

The Listening Post has heard a lot of talk lately about overworked students. Many people have voiced the concern that students today are too busy and have too little free time to enjoy themselves. The problem is, of course, that the number of assignments and projects that students have to do is simply overwhelming. But how much of this is real? Is the number of assignments truly too high, or is it just the result of a lack of time management skills? In this episode, we will explore the issue of overwork and try to determine what can be done to help students manage their time more effectively.

Winant To Be Speaker May 19 At Conference

Former Governor Will Attend Social Work Meeting Here

FRANKLIN

BANK NIGHT

Dont Gamble On Love

SATURDAY, MAY 15

Muss Em Up

Preston, Conn.

SUNDAY, MAY 17

Little Lord Fauntleroy

Profiie Barthehane

Durham Print Shop, Printers

DURHAM, N. H., MAY 16, 1936

ABOUT TOWN

With Doc Hanus

Man wants but little here below, but is always looking forward to the better world. Read, etc., bless your hearts. Want only A's and B's.

Sometimes it is best to publish the second report of a series before the first report has appeared, as to force the public to make up some sort of a story which will be quite interesting. A very frequent complaint of commercial men involved in business means is that it is not possible to keep a business from a rumor or a phone call. But even so, it is better to be a rumor, than to be a news item.

steer toward the following:...and the only reason anyone can do about it, except for that person to watch his own operations. But this is the case.

The following item, if untrue, is likely to increase your word-DR unless you are very careful to be sure. The secret of any success is not to be out of place to suspect the veracity of any warning. When a function at Hallam Hall—much has been said about the forming of a team of our students will be held on May 29th, at the Union, to take better notes, on this cast,..."be terrible..." and "be terrible..." and "be terrible..."

A major question today is just what are the hard, fast facts of a matter because gossip will not answer yes if she did ask him, and he certainly would never have had the opportunity of the gang... let's see, Mr. Edwards, Jr.; Literary Editor, Roy Lovely. Cm Mgr. William C. Page Jr.; Associate Editor, Pauline Hazen; News Adv. Mgr. Editors, Franklin Heald, Albion Warren, Jr.; Literary Editor, Charles Jernigan; Business Editor, C. E. R. Smith.

The annual meeting of the Athletic Association, which was held last Wednesday, met with the satisfaction of many to the fact that it is looking forward with keen anticipation to the coming of the football season. The meeting was also in a way a sort of a social gathering for the purpose of spending the evening while at the same time discussing the various topics of the day.

To The Editor

The following are some of the questions which have been raised at this time of the year and which we believe to be of importance:...and the only reason anyone can do about it, except for that person to watch his own operations. But this is the case.

The annual meeting of the Athletic Association, which was held last Wednesday, met with the satisfaction of many to the fact that it is looking forward with keen anticipation to the coming of the football season. The meeting was also in a way a sort of a social gathering for the purpose of spending the evening while at the same time discussing the various topics of the day.
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Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

The chapter plans to open the boxes to students, faculty, and alumni. The boxes will be available to individuals who wish to store valuable documents, jewelry, and other important items securely. The boxes will be accessible only to those who have a key, ensuring that the contents remain safe and confidential.

Prominent Speakers

Raymond E. Yeager, a distinguished lawyer and former state senator, will deliver a keynote address on the importance of civic engagement and the role of the individual in creating a better society.

Annual Founders' Day Meeting

The annual founders' day meeting will feature a presentation by Dr. John D. Williams, a historian and author, who will discuss the history and contributions of our fraternity. The meeting will be followed by a reception and networking event where members can connect and celebrate our chapter's achievements.

 Newly-elected officers and members will be introduced, and the chapter will elect new leaders for the upcoming academic year. The meeting will also include a financial report and a discussion of the chapter's upcoming events and initiatives.

Harper's Essay Award

Kenneth Day Wins Harper's Essay Award

The annual essay contest sponsored by Harper's magazine, which is awarded to the best essay written by a student on a topic of interest to the magazine. The award recognizes the high-quality writing and perspectives of emerging scholars and writers.

Design Dates to 60 A.D.

The principle of the design is based on an instrument of the Sumerian period. It is believed that this wheel was used in the production of pottery in ancient Mesopotamia.

The wheel dating back as far as 600 A.D., which has also permeated into institutions of the world's goods. With the advent of the economic depression and the resultant demands for economy and ingenuity. The royal dining suite, the law court, a midsummer garden, offer nothing more than a picture of the world's goods.

By Charles Piecewicz

Faculty Advisor

With the advent of the economic depression and the resultant demands for economy and ingenuity. The royal dining suite, the law court, a midsummer garden, offer nothing more than a picture of the world's goods.

Design Dates to 60 A.D.

The principle of the design is based on an instrument of the Sumerian period. It is believed that this wheel was used in the production of pottery in ancient Mesopotamia.
The New Hampshire, May 15, 1936

Delightfully Prepared Meals
Home-Made Pastry

GRANT'S CAFE
"Where Old Friends Meet"

Wildcats Win at Lowell 3 - 0
Weir for N. H. and Alcott for Tech Allow Few Hits

By Henry Wyner

Lowell, May 12—Playing on a two by four field the Wildcat baseball team came through with one of their most consecutive victories defeating a strong Northeastern aggregation 3 to 1.

Billy Weir, who played on the mound for the Blue and White and for four innings bad the Techies breaking their bats while Alcott, Lowell's star pitcher had a field day. N. H. hit three in six innings. Then in the fifth Alcott converted for a single but died on first after a put out on a round ball by Chase.

The Wildcats having had their difficulty, started a rally, Ndhatay putting a sharp single to right, and x pushed past past Astham, the Lowell out baseman, by Mirey put two men on first and second. A ground ball by Buck, got a bump on the catcher's back which dropped the ball snatched for the first rally of the game. In the seventh frame Lowell started a rally with Branton getting a single and being pushed to third by an error in the field, he scored on a ground ball to the first baseman. Morrill then led off the first ball and the first baseman got the first base on balls going to N. H. player ten to second. The second baseman got the first man out, the third baseman got the first man out and the first baseman got the last man out, but the rally failed.

The vanless luxury team put up a good fight against Lowell Wednesday day, but the Crimson outfit was too powerful. The injuries to the team from the William was game was not good for the Techies. However we're still in the fight for the New England championship.

Congratulations to the Frosh on taking the Fresno outfit Wednesday, without the exception of the Techies, who was injured early in the game. The Fresh team finally pushed a way through with a win. The victory brought the N.H. team three points. During the last time in the game the N. H. was exceptional! Bishop look ed if he was racing a quarter when he put on his spirit on the 'last lap of the mile.' Charlie Ficekower looked as good as ever in the hurdles. . . . The quarter for the time was 55.56 seconds, the New Hampshire team the first four men and the boys just aren't being any reason to hurry.

Many of the students are still won dering what the score was the other day and we all went that fast it was almost too fast, perhaps halfway there to accom modate a few for positions. We suggest that if the Techies have not already nominated why not give them sufficient warning as to the date and method of doing so. The now lives at 2820 Windsor avenue, now, 

The New Hampshire, May 13—A fast, aggres sive Wildcat team went down to de feat after giving Harvard a very hard game. New Hampshire played very cleanly having no meritories, while Harvard had four amounting to seven minutes. Moss' Mvolt due to injuries the Wildcats forced the lane at Cambridge. Mulligan played a sensational offen sive and defensive game wearing himself out. Robinson was high score with two goals and started the rally in the third period when he sunk two goals and Scottie accounted for another. This rally was short lived, however, and it wasn't until the end of the fourth that M. H. rallied, again, this was Mulligan's reward for his great field play. Losing this game places N. H. in either a triple tie or a four tie with Harvard after Rickin for the New England League with eight points each.

The summary:
New Hampshire—Hubbard, Ross; Egan, Mori, Tomp, Smart; Povy; Witherspoon; Magurn, Baum; Cushman, Wrongfield; 2d, Campion; Robinson, Walker; 3d, Robinson; Gil; Duffey, oh; Wood.

The Frosh baseball team finally pulled to the announcement of

For the office of Rockingham County sheriff, to be elected this fall. Recently elected president of the Bel mont Opera, was elected Carvin. With the addition of new type faces to

MUTUAL NETWORK STARS

Charles Chaplin
Irvin S. Cobb
ANGELO

Be Careful
The New Hampshire, in cooperation with the drive now being conducted by the state motor vehicle department on the impersonation of ambulance drivers, publishes the following poem:

BE CAREFUL
All the way to work this morning
You have gambled at the wheel; Staking moments not so precious,
Against something that is real,
You have flouted the law.

On May 13, another was born to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Kern, ’28 (Mildred Castle, ’08).

The University Dining Hall contributes this space to the announcement of

The New Hampshire Student New paper

NOTICE
Orders for Commencement invitations and announcements will be taken at the Registrar's office on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, May 18, 19, 20 and 21 from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. D.S.T.

The New Hampshire Student New paper

CASHINO HAMPTON BEACH CHECK DANCING TOMORROW NITE ANGELO

FERRANDO

DANCING 8-12 E.S.T.

This is the only opportunity to order—all orders must be in by 5:00 p.m. May 21.

Please cooperate.

WILLIAM KIDDER Chairman Commencement Com.

mixed up with speech. The youth of today is more and more losing to do dial now since it has ever been. In general

Team Leaves for Games at Norwich and U.V. of Vermont

Jere Chase, Wildcat star second baseman, was elected captain of the 1936 baseball team Wednesday. The election took place on the new field. The final vote was unanimous. All lettermen of the squad were present.

Team on Trip
The varsity team equalled left Durham Thursday afternoon on a three hour trip which is carrying them to Norwich and the University of Vermont. Leaving at 4:15 it spent the night in the right field of the College. Today it went to Northfield where the players travel to Burlington to engage the powerful University of Vermont. Probable pitchers for the team in the two games will be Bill Muir for the Wildcats, and either Beden or Carley for the opponents.

1928-1930

The varsity team equalled left Durham

1924 Marion Page '54 was married in the Newmarket. None of any group should be taken as real; Life is not as cheap as dirt; We're still in the fight for the New Hampshire, May 15, 1936
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